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INTRODUCTION
Emergence of Mini Automakers in Japan

In Japan's automobile industry, vehicle assembly operation assigned by car makers to parts
makers has been increasing recent years. Under contracts with car makers, 19 parts makers are
now assembling vehicles at 32 factories. In this so called "assigned production", car makers
usually assign the development of the body and interior parts to the parts maker, with the chassis
and other important components such as engine, transmission, and axles supplied by the car
maker to the parts maker. Thus, the role played by the parts maker is not limited to the assembly
of vehicles, but also includes some part of the development process.

The manufacturing of the Be-l, Pao and Figaro, assigned to Takada Kogyo Co. by Nissan is
revealing. Takada Kogyo Co. (hereafter Takada) is responsible for the development and
assembly of bodies and interiors for these models, while it uses chassis and main components
supplied by Nissan, and the completed vehicles are sold with Nissan nameplates.

The Isuzu-badged Bighorn 4WD, assembled by Press Kogyo1, a supplier of parts to Isuzu, is
another example. This off-road 4WD vehicle was jointly developed by Press Kogyo and Isuzu
and uses an Isuzu pickup chassis. This vehicle sells through Isuzu's sales network.

In this "assigned production", the final assembly does not take place on the lines of automakers;
they assume responsibility for all procedures required to receive type approval and type
designation from Ministry of Transport. Automakers also retain all sales rights. But parts makers
tend to expand gradually their activities into areas such as development and design by building
up their own design sections.

 When they are not capable to do this alone, they often pursue joint development with
automakers or cooperate with them in design. As these parts makers, which assemble vehicles
under assignment contracts with car makers, have now acquainted undeniable capacities of
development, we call them hereafter "mini automakers", referring to established automakers as
"major automakers".

During "bubble" era from 1988 to 1990, the years of an overheated economy in Japan, Japanese
automakers were in sever competition in the development of new models. During the five years
from 1986 to 1990, a total of 54 new models were released by Japanese automakers, including
38 passengers cars, 12 RVs (Recreational Vehicles) and wagons, and 4 mini-vehicles.

                                                
1Press Kogyo is one of Japan's leading manufacturers of stamping parts with most of its output going to Isuzu.  Its vehicle

assembly  operation  started in 1967 when it began  producing  Isuzu's truck,  Unicab, under OEM accord with the automaker.
Production of Bighorn, a so-called Recreational Vehicle, which was a  result of  joint development with Isuzu, started in 1981.
Since  then, assigned manufacturing has continued to account for more than  50 %  of its total sales.  Furthermore, the
importance  of  assigned production in the firm's sales continues to grow, and the company has set up a development center in
the Shonan Area, a  south-west suburb of Tokyo, in a move to strengthen its design and  development capabilities.
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Apart from RVs, there were only a few models which sold as well as expected. Most of these
new models failed to reach the break-even point in terms of sales, and it is now generally
believed that new model development strategies during the bubble era were a failure for most
automakers. Japan's economy is still in the doldrums, making it necessary for Japanese
automakers to cut back their new model development projects by reducing the number of models
and types of components.

Mini automakers have continued to perform well, offering a striking contrast to major
automakers which are experiencing hard times after the burst of "babble". These mini
automakers are now very confident of their ability to earn a profit from mini-lot production. This
contrast may imply the future direction of auto production in Japan: major automakers will keep
producing models which can be assembled in large volumes while increasing production
assignments to mini automakers such as Takada or Press Kogyo for the production of small-lot
production.

The strength of mini automakers in vehicle assembly can be analyzed from the aspect of their
development and production system.

1. EMBARASSING CHARACTERS OF MINI-LOT PRODUCTION:
    EXAMPLE OF LIMITED VERSIONS OF TAKADA

Takada started as a pressed component subcontractor and is now producing specially-equipped
vehicles. Its assigned production of Nissan's number-limited models such as the Be-l, Pao and
Figaro is the case in point. From 1986 to 1991, Takada produced 10 000 to 30 000 units annually
of these number-limited models, which each became hit models immediately after their release.
In the case of the Figaro, Nissan received a total of 500 000 orders from customers, despite the
fact that the production of the model was limited to only 20 000 units.

The characteristics of these limited versions are as fol1ows:
- The development should be completed within a year after the presentation in the Motor Show
to keep a curiosity of public.
- The style is primordial; the form of body, originally designed, should not be modified by any
manufacturing efficiency, which is quite unusual for other Japanese vehicles produced by mass
production method.
- The total units to sell is previously fixed as 10 000 units for Be-l20 000 for Figaro, which was
publicly announced to value their scarcity. And the duration of production is also previously
fixed as 2 years for Be-l, 1 year and a half for Figaro; when the term is expired, the
manufacturing should be ended.

These above-enumerated characters of the limited version obliged any automaker to hurdle
following difficulties:
- The development should be completed very quickly concerning whole the vehicle except for
several key parts like engine and transmission etc.
- The very unique style, looking like a hand-made body, needed to be covered with three-
dimentional surface, which was not easy to manufacture competitively by mass production
method.
- The production should be done in very small size of lot, such as 20 to 100 units a day and
ended in a year or two.
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These hurdles are difficult to jump over for major automakers.  Mass production method applied
to car manufacturing is said to be no more profitable under the production of 2 or 3 000 units per
month; such a small turn over can afford neither huge investments of equipments necessary to
the development of the model nor the running cost of large organization like an automobile
factory.

This is why Nissan, having conceived the initial style after exhaustive marketing, has finally
abandoned to manufacture by itself Be-l, the first number-limited model, and assigned it to
Takada.

2. QUICK DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Generally speaking, compared to major automakers, mini automakers like Takada or Press
Kogyo can complete the model development process in a short time, usually within two to two-
and a half years.
Press Kogyo, for example, can complete the model development process in two and a half years,
which includes the period required for planning and design (about 7 months), product design (4
months), prototype testing (8 to 9 months), pilot manufacturing (6 to 7 months), and trial mass
production (2 months).

We consider that this quick development can be explained by three factors:
- Frequent and exhaustive exchange of views between englneers and especially virtual
participation of non-product engineers to elaboration of drawings
- Flexibility based on multi-task working habit of engineers
- Quick Fabrication of dies
We'll reiterate that mini lot production can be competitively fulfilled only by firms of medium
size; neither big, because of the lack of flexibility required for engineering organization, nor
small, simply because of the lack of engineering capability itself.

2. 1. Virtual Participation of Engineers Belonging to Other Department

In any case, discussions and close examinations on drawings are indispensable from the early
stages, such as the planning and design. Certain managers of every department participate in
these close examinations on drawings before it is finally approved.

During the process of product engineering, are there real, virtual participations of engineers,
belonging to the outside of product engineering, to the elaboration of drawings ? Drawings are
something like "final reports", said a director of Takada, supreme responsible of development; it
is too late to ask the intervention of process engineers after the "reports" have taken a certain
form. Drawings should be considered as a simple record of discussions that everyone concerning
the vehicle has taken part in; product engineers should be considered, not as omnipotent,
respectable authorities of development, but as mere secretaries in charge of record of
discussions.

For this reason, managers of production department take part in planning and design from the
stage as early as prototype fabrication.
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2. 2. Multi-Task of Engineers

Takada has roughly 60 engineers, of which 30 are affected usually to the assignment programs.
Naturally, their activities do not end when model development is finished; when required, they
assume responsibility for quality control and production management in the factory even after
the mass production has started.  At the peak moment just after the beginning of the mass
production, if necessary, they join to workers to operate on the line. Concurrent engineering at
these parts makers is more apparent than it is at major automakers.

2.3. Quick Fabrication of Dies

In the development process, the preparation of body dies is the key factor. The lead time for die
production is only four to six months at mini automakers, compared to ten to twelve months at
major automakers. A mini  automaker produces about 150 dies in house, with the remaining 100
to 150 of 250 to 300 required being procured from independent die makers. These mini
automakers are trying every possible way to reduce the lead time for the production of dies, such
as stamping two different outer panels together (i.e., one-piece roof panels). Larger dies are
required to operate with more sophisticated technique, but the advantage becomes greater
because welding costs can also be reduced and assembly of panels is simpler. Furthermore, the
precision of outer panels can be improved.

A mini automaker is effectively using a three-dimentional CAD system to reduce its die-making
cost. In cost/benefit terms, mini carmakers have been running ahead of major automakers and
independent die makers in the effective use of dies, because of their a plenty of years of
experience as pressed component makers. For example, mini automakers do not use master
models for the production for dies, because of their effective use of three dimensional CAD
systems. Only one or two among independent die makers have reached this technical level in
their die fabrication. The effective use of three dimensional CAD systems can reduce the lead
time for die fabrication to only six months.

The competitive advantage of mini automakers comes from the combined use of ordinary dies
and prototype-making die for the stamping outer panels. When mini automakers produce
vehicles for major automakers, the production volumes are very small. In case of Takada, which
produces Nissan's limited-manufacturing models, the production of one model has to be
discontinued when it reaches to a certain limit of 10 000 or 20 000: the units have been
previously fixed for each model. This limited number of units to produce gives them a certain
margin of choice for the material of dies, because the dies are not necessarily durable over
10 000 or 20 000 units. As a result, where possible, Takada uses ZAS (zinc alloy) for the
material of dies or plastic resin to cover their surface. For the use of ZAS dies or plastic resin
dies for body panel stamping, hydraulic presses are used rather than tandem-type presses.

ZAS and plastic resin dies can be easily produced in only a week or two, but the lack of
durability is one of its major defects. In recent years, however, research has led to improvements
in their durability. Progress of studies for improving the durability of low cost dies, such as ZAS
and plastic resin dies, has played an important role in cutting down the development costs for
vehicles.

Another important factor in reducing die-making costs has been the appliance of NC milling
machines on a twenty four hour a day basis for the cutting of ordinary dies.
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3. SOPHISTICATED DIE FABRICATION TECHNIQUE

The trajectory of Takada reveals us the logic of Japanese evolution of subcontracting.
Takada was founded in 1950 as a sheet metal stamping subcontractor with its basic technique of
stamping. In the latter half of the 50s, it began to supply metal parts to automakers like Nissan,
Isuzu, which shows us that the company had already acquainted the technique of mechanical
parts assembly. From the beginning of 1960s, this metal parts supplier, already familiar with
welding technique, started to supply white bodies to Japanese major automakers. In addition to
this evolution of status from a humble sheet metal subcontractor to welded body supplier,
Takada has always kept activities on special body fabrication according to specifications given
by particular customers; police car, ambulance etc.
Assembly of the limitedƒproduction models is naturally based on this gradual and continuous
evolution of assembly technique, gained by the company. Good Japanese subcontractors,
keeping their basic technique, enlarge their activities, especially, of assembly technique: this
evolution often brings them fairly proximate to the status of initial customers, i.e. major
automakers.

The success of these limited production models contributed to impressive growth on the firm's
sales from 19.6 billion (roughly US $ 187 million) in 1988 to 43.2 billion (US $ 411 million) in
1990, a two-fold rise in just over three years.  At Takada, about 60 engineers are working in the
company's development sections. Recently five designers joined the company which suggests
that the firm is in the process of transforming itself from a white body supplier to a factual
vehicle assembler.

4. FLEXIBLE ORGANIZATION

4.1. Minimum of Investment

For the production of a single outer panel, American and European automakers use usually six
or seven dies, while Japanese automakers use five or six.

In the case of mini automakers like Takada or Press Kogyo, they stamp an outer panel using
only four dies. To reduce the number of dies, they eliminate trimming dies and instead use laser
cutting machines to trim the outer panel. As the cost of a die is said to be about Yen 5 million,
reducing the number of dies contributes very effectively to cut the cost of vehicle development.
Very large and continuous efforts have been made by mini automakers to reduce furthermore the
number of dies used for the stamping of outer panels.

Usually more than 500 stamping dies are used by major automakers to produce a single white
body, while mini automakers use only about 250 to 300 to produce a white body.
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4. 2. Labor Organization

4. 2.1.    Immigrated Workers Used as Buffer

The production of number-limited version is subject to vary enormously; during production of
these number limited version, the needs for labor increase sharply but they decrease suddenly at
the moment when the number to produce is achieved.

The company, facing this nuisance, employs largely immigrated workers. Besides 820 persons,
regularly engaged with nonlimited duration, 130 workers are regularly employed, but under
contract with limited duration.  Furthermore, at the peak moment of the production campaign, so
called "in-house subcontracting" system is practiced.

The "in-house subcontracting" system, perfectly legal in Japanese legislation, consists in
assigning a portion of production process or fabrication of components to independent
subcontractors which engage temporary workers to execute jobs inside the factory of the
customer, i.e. the mini automaker. The majority of temporary workers engaged by independent
subcontractors are Brazilians of Japanese origin.
At the peak, number of temporary workers, engaged by "inhouse subcontractors", is about 390
persons, which enables the company to regulate spectacularly the number of employees
(including engineers and workers) from the bottom of 1 000 to the peak of 1 400 in a very short
span.

4. 2. 2.    "Key Men" or Multi-Task Supervisors

As the company uses many temporary workers, the task of persons in charge of supervision is
crucial to fluid operation at lines in the factory. Team leaders, Sub Section Leaders and Section
Leaders are informally called "key men" in the company in order to value their multi-skill task;
they assume not only job of supervision of temporary unskilled operators but also task of
process engineering and daily "kaizen" activities as well.

"Key men" are belonging to the Production Department and it is them that participate to the
development process from the stage of prototype fabrication. Thanks to the involvement to
process engineering, not only by prototype fabrication but also by participation to the
preparation of lines, they arrive to identify the merits as well as weakness of the car to assemble.

These "key men" begin to work on preparation of manufacturing as early as a year before the
mass production starts in order to find the most adequate operations to assemble the vehicle.
They are attributed at key points of the line and teach the operations to unskilled workers.

The process engineering department of Takada is responsible for the basic concepts of
production process. The responsibilities of the department also include deciding on operation
standards and setting production speed targets (operation speed standards), in addition to
deciding the layouts of assembly lines, jigs and tools, and facility management.

After the stage of "Prototype Production", however, the industrial engineering (IE) group joins
the process engineers to adjust the basic layout to concrete settings. This IE group, usually
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composed of three or four "key men", has only one regular member and other members join the
group according to the circumstance and necessity.

After mass production starts, "Key Men" are in charge of modifying the concrete settings to
accommodate to daily fluctuations in operations.

As they had begun their career as operators, we can find in these "key Men" an appropriate
example of "intelligent workers" who not only execute a job of mere operations but also take
part in an intellectual task of elaboration of lines, i.e. process engineering.

4. 3. Production Organization - Assembly Shop -

Assembly lines at mini automakers are more flexible than those at major automakers. Major
automakers have divided their assembly lines into as many as possible in their search for
efficiency. The division of the responsibilities of each operator has been regarded as an effective
tool in exploring ways for automating assembly lines. These moves, however, have made
operators' jobs simpler and more boring, resulting in a decline in the incentive of workers on
their own initiative.

One possible solution was Volvo's experiment in completely eliminating the conveyor assembly
line to respect operators' initiatives and to improve the working environment. This experiment,
however, seems to have failed because the elimination of the conveyor line means that standard
tact time for each operator disappear. Conveyor lines are very effective in keeping each operator
in line with the production schedule. However, if the tact time becomes too short, there will be
no room for operators to adjust their behavior on their own initiative.

At Takada, there are three assembly lines: two for single model production and one for mixed
production. Each of the two single-model production lines has a daily production capacity of 20
to 100 units. They try to assemble cars as much as possible on the single model lines. At the
same time, these single model lines are laid out to allow for maximum flexibility through the use
of module system of production facilities for assembly lines. The module system enables
frequent and quick changes of fixtures and other production facilities when production models
are changed. In the body welding shop, the main line is tooled to produce any kind of model,
while robots are used on the sublines to maintain flexibility.

At the assembly factories of automakers, tact time are normally from 1.0 to 1.5 minutes. At
Takada, tact time are quite longer: from 5 to 25 minutes. Tact time are flexibly changed in
accordance with daily production, which usually ranges from 20 to 100 units. When daily
production is 20 units, the tact time is 24 minutes, and when daily production rises to 100 units,
the tact time can be reduced to only 5 minutes. In case of a 25minutes tact time, operators have a
certain margin to handle different kinds of operations in the most efficient way.

A Takada's engineer told us that long tact time has advantages as well as disadvantages. One of
the advantages is that an adjustment function can be carried out by operators. A disadvantage
should be a loss of working standards. At Takada, however, engineers are unanimous that the
advantages outweigh the disadvantages because operators can exactly work out their optimum
territories and most suitable work paces. If conveyor lines are completely removed from
assembly factories like Uddevalla of Volvo, self-discipline of the operators will not be enough to
achieve the scheduled Production rate.
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On the other hand, the combination of a belt conveyor system with a longer tact time can
conciliate the desire of operators to work without being strictly controlled and the respect of the
programmed production schedule. Engineers of Takada regard conveyor lines as indispensable
pace maker which can not be removed from assembly operation as far as you wish to stay
competitive and efficient in mass production.

CONCLUSION

The performance of Japanese mini automakers reveals us that mini lot production requires
particular technique as well as  sense of management that can not be carried out by majors auto
makers. We expect, therefore, that the automobile market will be divided, sooner or later,
according to lot size of production and, consequently, to size of manufacturers; we'll try to show
it as follow.

ANNEXE
 Segmentation of Automobile Market

production of a model
per month approximately size of automakers

 over 2 000 units major automakers

between 500 and 2 000 units mini automakers

under 500 units manufacturers without lines


